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M ELISSA L. BOONE,

Plaintiff, Civil Action No. 7:18CV00223

M EM OM NDUM  OPINION

By: Hon. Glen E. Conrad
Senior United States District Judge

ANDREW  SAUL,
Commissioner of Social Security,l

Defendant.

Plaintiff has sled this action challenging the fnal decision of the Commissioner of Social

Seclzrity denying plaintiff s claim for a period of disability and disability insurance benetks under

the Social Security Act, as nmended, 42 U.S.C. jj 416(i) and 423. Jurisdiction of this court is

established pursuant to 42 U.S.C. j 405(g). This court's review is limited to a determination as to

whether there is substantial evidence to support the Commissioner's conclusion that plaintiff

failed to meet the requirements for entitlement to benefits under the Act. If such substantial

evidence exists, the final decision of the Commissioner must be affirmed. Laws v. Celebrezze,

368 F.2d 640 (4th Cir. 1966). Stated briefly, substantial evidence has been defned as such

relevant evidence, considering the record as a whole, as might be fotmd adequate to support a

conclusion by a reasonable mind. Richardson v. Perales, 402 U.S. 389, 401 (1971).

The plaintiff, M elissa L. Boone, was bol.n on December 29, 1967. She graduated from

high school and attended college for six to eight months.

worked as a cashier, sales associate, and housekeeper.

basis on Jtme 30, 2012. (Tr. 43). On February 9, 2014, Ms. Boone filed an application for a

! Andrew Saul is now the Commissioner of Social Security, and he is automatically substituted as a party
pursuant to Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 25(d); see also 42 U.S.C. j 405(g) (action survives regardless of any
change in the person occupying the oftice of Commissioner of Social Security).

(Tr. 55-56). Ms. Boone has previously

She last worked on a regular and sustained
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period of disability and disability insurance benefits. In filing her ctlrrent claim, Ms. Boone

alleged that she became disabled for all fonns of substantial gainful employment on June 30, 201 1,

due to medullary sponge kidney, initable bowel syndrome, hypertension, migraine headaches,

nerve dnmage in her hands, fatigue, diffuse body pain, depression, and anxiety. (Tr. 218, 265).

At the time of an administrative hearing on June 16, 2017, the plaintiff nmended her application so

as to reflect an alleged disability onset date of Jtme 30, 2012, which was the date that she stopped

working as a cashier. (Tr. 43). Ms. Boone now maintains that she has remained disabled to the

present time. The record reveals that M s. Boone met the inslzred status requirements of the Act

through the first quarter of 2015 but not thereafter. See generally 42 U.S.C. jj 416(i) and 423(a).

Consequently, the plaintiffis entitled to a period of disability and disability insurance benefts only

if she has established that she becnme disabled for a1l forms of substantial gainful employment on

or before M arch 31, 2015, her date last insured.

Ms. Boone's application was denied upon initial consideration and reconsideration. She

then requested and received a ét novo hearing and review before an Administrative Law Judge.

In an opinion dated July 17, 2017, the Law Judge also detennined, after applying the five-step

sequential evaluation process, that M s. Boone was not disabled on or before her date last insured.z

See 20 C.F.R. j 404.1520. The Law Judge fotmd that Ms. Boone suffered from several severe

impairments tllrough that date, including initable bowel syndrome, nepllrolithiasis medullary

sponge lcidney, gastroesophageal reflex disease, cllrortic obstructive pulmonary disease,

hyperlipidem ia, headaches, and m igraines, but that these impairments did not, either individually

2 The process requires the Law Judge to consider, in sequence, whether a claimant: (1) is engaged in
substantial gainful activity; (2) has a severe impairment; (3) has an impainnent that meets or equals the requ'irements
of a listed impairment; (4) can return to her past relevant work; and (5) if not, whether she can perform other work in
the national economy. 20 C.F.R. j 404.1520. The claimant bears the burden of proof at the flrst fotlr steps, after
which the burden shihs to the Commissioner to prove the fifth step. Thomas v. Berryhill, 916 F.3d 307, 310 (4th Cir.
2019). If a decision can be reached at any step in the sequential evaluation process, ftlrther evaluation is lmnecessmy
20 C.F.R. j 404.1520.
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or in combination, meet or medically equal the requirements of a listed impairment.3 (Tr. 25-26).

The Law Judge then assessed M s. Boone's residual functional capacity as follows:

After careful consideration of the entire record, I find that, through
the date last insured, the claimant had the residual functional
capacity to perfbrm sedentary work as defned in 20 C.F.R. gjq
404.1567(a) 4 except the claimant can climb rnmps and stairs
occasionally; never climb ladders, ropes, or scaffolds; occasionally
balance, stoop, kneel, crouch, and never crawl. The claimant can
gequently work at tmprotected heights, moving mechanical parts, in
humidity and wetness, in dust, odors, f'umes and pulmonary
initants, in extreme cold, in extreme heat, and in vibration,

(Tr. 27). Given such a residual ftmctional capacity, and after considering testimony from a

vocational expert, the Law Judge detennined that M s. Boone was lmable to perform any of her past

relevant work through the date last insured. (Tr. 29). However, the Law Judge fotmd that Ms.

Boone retained the capacity to perform other work roles existing in significant ntlmber in the

national economy. (Tr. 30). Accordingly, the Law Judge concluded that Ms. Boone was not

disabled at any time from the alleged onset date through the date last insured, and that she is not

entitled to a period of disability or disability insurance benests. See 20 C.F.R. j 404.1520(g).

The Law Judge's opinion was adopted as the tsnal decision of the Commissioner by the Social

Sectlrity Administration's Appeals Council. Having exhausted a11 available administrative

remedies, M s. Boone has now appealed to this court.

3 Although plaintiff was treated for depression and anxiety during the relevant period, the Law Judge found
that any mental impairment was non-severe. (Tr. 26). The Law Judge also found that the plaintics çsalleged capal
ttmnel syndrome, multiple sclerosis and peripheral neuropathy (wereq non-medically determinable impairmentlsj
because there (was) no documentation of diagnosis or treatment of these conditions.'' (Tr. 26).

4 çssedentaly work'' is defined in the regulations as follows;

Sedentary work involves lifting no more than 10 pounds at a time and
occasionally lihing or carlying articles like docket files, ledgers, and small tools.
Although a sedentary job is defmed as one which involves sitting, a certain
amount of walking and standing is often necessary in carrying out job duties.
Jobs are sedentary if walking and standing are required occasionally and other
sedentary criteria are met.

20 C.F.R. j 404.156709.



W hile plaintiff may be disabled for certain forms of employment, the crucial facmal

detennination is whether plaintiff is disabled for a1l forms of substantial gainflll employment.

See 42 U.S.C. j 423(d)(2).

such an analysis. These elements are snmmarized as follows: (1) objective medical facts and

clinical fndings; (2) the opinions and conclusions of treating physicians; (3) subjective evidence

There are fotlr elements of proof which must be considered in maldng

of physical manifestations of impainnents, as described tllrough a claimant's testimony; and (4)

the claimant's education, vocational history, residual skills, and age. Vitek v. Finch, 438 F.2d

1157, 1159-60 (4th Cir. 1971); Undelwood v. Ribicoff, 298 F.2d 850, 851 (4th Cir. 1962).

After a review of the record ip this case, the court is constrained to conclude that the

Commissioner's snal decision must be affirmed. Although M s. Boone has a long history of

multiple physical and mental impairments, substantial evidence supports the Law Judge's

detennination that she retained the residual functional capacity to perform a limited range of

sedentary work through her date last instlred.

The record reveals that in November of 201 1, approximately eight months prior to the

alleged onset date of disability, M s. Boone presented to the emergency room at Carilion New

River Valley M edical Center with complaints of sore tllroat, ear pain, dysmia, and hematuria.

(Tr. 352). A review of systems revealed no malaise, fatigue, muscle aches, or joint pain, and her

musculoskeletal, neurological, and psychological exnminations were normal. (Tr. 353). The

attending physician noted that there was no obvious ttrinary tract infection and that plaintiffs

primary care physician was addressing the hematuria. (Tr. 357-39). Ms. Boone was advised to

stop smoking immediately and to see an ENT physician if her upper respiratory symptoms did not

improve, (Tr. 355).
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M s. Boone presented to her primary carephysician, Dr. Garry Kuiken, with various

complaints in 2011 and 2012. On several occasions, Dr. Kuiken issued notes excusing plaintiff

from work for short periods ranging from one day to two weeks (Tr. 1410-12). On June 18, 2012,

just before her alleged onset date, Ms. Boone reported that she wanted to quit her job so that she

could receive Medicaid again. (Tr. 663).

In September of 2012, M s. Boone presented to the emergency room with acute

nephrolithiasis. (Tr. 607). She received follow-up treatment at Urology Associates of NRV.

On October 5, 2012, plaintiff reported that she was itdoing we1l.'' (Tr. 606). The diagnostic

assessment included distal ureteral stone, medullary sponge kidney, and nephrolithiasis. Plain' tiff

was advised to rettzl'n for another evaluation in six months to a year. (Tr. 606).

On April 29, 2013, M s. Boone presented to Christiansburg Gastroenterology with

complaints of abdominal crnmping and diarrhea. (Tr. 376). She was examined by Dr. Mark

Itingold, who noted that plaintiffwas in Gtno distress'' and reported no fatigue, weakness, myalgia,

back' pain, or joint pain. (Tr. 376). Plaintiffs abdomen was found to be sofq nontender, and

nondistended; she exhibited normal range of motion and no musculoskeletal tenderness; and her

physical exnmination fndings were otherwise normal. (Tr. 376). Dr. Ringold diagnosed

plaintiff with diarrhea and predominant initable bowel syndrome,

medication. (Tr. 377).

for which he prescribed

M s. Boone returned to Christiansblzrg Gastroenterology for follow-up evaluations on July

29, 2013 and Septem ber 24, 2013. Although plaintiff continued to experience diarrhea, the

exnmination notes indicate that it was GGbetter controlled.'' (Tr. 386). Physical exnmination

findings in September were within nonnal limits, and a biopsy showed no evidence of celiac

disease. (Tr. 386). A review of systems revealed no fatigue, wenkness, myalgia, back pain, or



joint pain, and plaintiff exhibited nonnal range of motion and no musculoskeletal tenderness. '

(Tr. 386).

M s. Boone's diarrhea remained under control in December of 2013, but she required

treatment for hemorrhoids. (Tr. 390-391). .She ultimately tmderwent a complex Ferguson

hemorrhoidectomy on December 16, 2013. (Tr. 441).

In M arch of 2014, plaintiff presented to Community Hea1th Center of the New River

Valley, where she was exnmined by Dr. Abrahnm Hardee. Plaintiff complained of head

congestion, sinus drainage, and muscle aches. She denied having any joint paint or dio culties

with balance, coordination, or gait. (Tr. 784). On physical exnmination, her throat and ltmgs

were clear, and she exhibited f'u11 range of motion. (Tr. 785). The diagnostic assessment

included allergic rhinitis, hypertension, tobacco use disorder, hyperlipidemia, muscle spasms, and

depressive disorder. (Tr. 785). Dlzring follow-up evaluations in May and June of 2014, plaintiff

reported experiencingjoint pain and a depressed mood for which Dr. Hardee prescribed Cymbalta.

(Tr. 791).

On April 10, 2014, M s. Boone was admitted to the hospital after being diagnosed with

kidney stones. The following day, she underwent a bilateral cystoureteropyeloscopy with stone

basket mnnipulation,stone laser lithotripsy,and stent placement. (Tr. 518). At a follow-up

appointment two weeks later, plaintiff reported that she was feeling well overall. (Tr. 597). Her

range of motion was grossly intact, her abdomen was not distended, her mood and affect were

nonnal, and no motor dysftmction was observed. (Tr. 598).

On Jtme 2, 2014, an MRI of plaintiffs brain revealed ççlslcattered mild changes of gliosis

within the deep white matter.'' (Tr. 507). The reviewing clinician noted that such ûndings tçcan
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be seen in demyelinating disorders like multiple sclerosis.'' (Tr. 507). Plaintiff s primary care

physician noted that white matter changes can also result from smoking. (Tr. 641).

M s. Boone was referred to Dr. Douglas Jeffrey, a nelzrologist who specializes in multiple

sclerosis. On July 18, 2014, Dr. Jeffrey noted that plaintiff s MRI results were ltsuspicious,'' but

that they were ûtnot abnormal enough . . . to allow for diagnosis of multiple sclerosis.'' (Tr. 922).

Dr. Jeffrey also observed that tçthere could be a number of other etiologies which could give this

type of appearance on (anj MRI scan.'' (Tr. 922). Dr. Jeffrey requested an MRI of the cervical

The results of that M RI revealed only mildspine, which was performed on August 13, 2014.

degenerative changes and no white matter abnormalities. (Tr. 920, 1033).

During a subsequent exnmination on August 18, 2014, plaintiff reported xfsome

depression'' and decreased memory. (Tr. 920). However, her mentalstatus evaluation was

normal. Dr. Jeffrey noted that Ms. Boone Eçwas alert and odented times 3,'' that ttgnjnming,

repetitions, and commands were intact,'' that her tçgalttention and affect were normal,'' and that her

çigcqognition appeared intact.'' (Tr. 921). On motor exnmination, Ms. Boone llwas able to

generate fu11 power in both upper and lower extremities in a11 muscle groups proximally and

distallyy'' and her tdgait was normal but she had difsculty doing a tandem gait'' (Tr. 921). Dr.

Jeffrey noted that plaintiff sStgsjensory exnmination was intact to touch and temperature

throughout.'' (Tr. 921). Eçvibration was diminished in the left more so than the right lower

extremity,'' and plaintiff ççswayledq on Romberg testing but did not fal1.'' (Tr. 921). W ith respect

to plaintiffs reflexes, Dr. Jeffrey observed that they ççwere 2+ and symmetric in the triceps, biceps,

and brachial radialisy'' and that plaintiff t'was clonic at the left knee and 3+ at the right knee.''

921). Ultimately, Dr. Jeffrey assessed plaintiffwith ççpossible multiple sclerosis.'' (Tr. 921).



On October 3, 2014, M s. Boone presented to Carilion Clinic Urology with recurrent kidney

stones. (Tr. 858). Plaintiff complained of flarlk pain, but her abdominal, musculoskeletal,

neurological, and psychiatric examination sndings were normal. (Tr. 861). During a follow-up

appointment in December of 2014, plaintiffs lddney stones were stable, she exhibited normal

range of motion and no abdominal tenderness, and her mood, affect, behavior, andjudgment were

normal. (Tr. 871).

ln January of 2015, M s. Boone presented to Dr. Kelli Linick with complaints of urinary

pain and discomfort. Dr. Linick noted that plaintiT s mood and affect were nonnal, and that she

interacted appropriately. Dr. Linick diagnèsed plaintiff with dysmia, tlrinary infrequency, and

hematuria, which was likely related to kidney stones. (Tr. 947).

Plaintiff rettmaed to Dr. Jeffrey's multiple sclerosis clinic on Febnzary 23, 2015.

Plaintiff's mental status evaluation was nonnal, and the physical exnmination sndings were

largely unchanged from the previous visit. Dr. Jeffrey continued to diagnose plaintiff with

possible multiple sclerosis. (Tr. 926).

ln M arch of 2015, Howard S. Leizer, Ph.D., a state agency psychologist, completed a

Psychiatric Review Technique form as part of the disability determination at the reconsideration

level. Based on his review of the medical evidence, Dr. Leizer determined that M s. Boone did not

have a severe mental impairment. Although plaintiff had been diagnosed with depression by her

primm'y care physician and reported experiencing memory problems, Dr. Leizer noted that ççher

mental status exnms have been normal, including (the) most recent exnm, which indicated that she

had normal attention, concentration, intact naming, repetitions, and commands, and intact

cognition.'' (Tr. 159). Dr. Leizer also fotmd that any resulting limitations were mild in nattzre

and did not signifcantly affect Ms. Boone's ability to perform basic work activities. (Tr. 159).
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That same month, Dr. Lewis Singer, a state agency physician, completed a physical

residual functional capacity assessment. Dr. Singer opined that plaintiff was capable of meeting

the lifting requirements for sedentary work, that she could stand and/or walk (with nonnal breaks)

for a total of two hours in an eight-hour workday, and that she could sit (with normal breaks) for a

total of six hotlrs during an eight-hotlr workday. (Tr. 160). Dr. Singer also fotmd that plaintiff

had occasional postlzral limitations and some environmental limitations. (Tr. 161). Dr. Singer

noted that the identifed limitations accotmted for M s. Boone's lipossible diagnosis of multiple

sclerosis (more testing needed), fatigue, diftkult tandem gait, diminished vibration L>R, swaying

on Romberg testing, (andj clonic left knee.'' (Tr. 161).

M s. Boone underwent a second M RI of the brain on July 11, 2015, after her inslzred status

expired. The testing revealed no signiicant interval changes from the previous M R.I and no

evidence of new or enhanced lesions. (Tr. 1022). Dr. Jeffrey subsequently observed that the

results of the MR.I were tsnot sufscient by which to make a diagnosis of multiple sclerosis.'' (Tr.

1005). Dlzring a follow-up exnmination on November 23, 2015, Dr. Jeffrey noted that plaintiff s

appearance, mental status, attention, and affect were normal, that she was able to generate fu11

power in both upper and lower extremities in a11 muscle groups bilaterally and distally, and that her

Sllgjait was normal but she had difsculty doing a tandem gait.'' (Tr. 1006). Sensory and reflex

exnmination findings remained the snme.

M s. Boone returned to Carilion Urology on December 22, 2015.

was çtdoing well'' and had no localized flnnk pain. 1 141-42).

She reported that she

Plaintiffs physical

examination fndings were witllin normal limits.Likewise, her mood, affect, behavior,judgment,

and thought content were nonnal. (Tr. 1 144).
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At the administrative hearing held on June 16, 2017, Ms. Boone testified that she stopped

worldng in Jtme of 2002 because of issues with allergies, irritable bowel syndrome, and kidney

stones. (Tr. 61). Plaintiff also testised that from her alleged onset date through her date last

insured, she experienced depression, lçall over body pain,'' migraine headaches, fatigue, pain and

nllmbness in her hands, anxiety attacks, pnnic attacks, and numbness in her legs. (Tr. 63-72).

M s. Boone estimated that she could only sit for between thirty and forty minutes before she would

need to stand and stretch, and that she could only stand for between thirty and forty minutes before

she would need to change positions. (Tr. 75-76). Plaintiff also testised that she would need to

1ie down three or four times a day for approximately an holzr. (Tr. 77). Ms. Boone further

testified that she experienced memory problems during the relevant time pqriod and that she could

not concentrate ç&at all.'.' (Tr. 8 1).

After considering a11 of the evidence of record, the Law Judge found that M s. Boone's

impairments were not so severe as to prevent perfonnance of certain sedentary work roles through

her date last insured. In maldng this detennination, the Law Judge fotmd that plaintic s

allegations of totally disabling physical arld mental limitations during the relevant time period

were inconsistent with the clinical findings and other evidence in the record. (Tr. 27-29). The

Law Judge emphasized that plaintiff s impairments were adequately managed with prescribed

treatment and medication. (Tr. 28-29). Although plaintiff complained of itall over body pain,''

the Law Judge noted that her treatment ttnever included physical therapy or a pain management

program y'' and that physical exnminations revealed çtgeneral benign tindingsy'' including normal

range of motion, no edema or tenderness, and full strength in the upper and lower extremities.

(Tr. 29).



ln assessing plaintiff s residual functional capacity, the Law Judge assigned ççgreat weight''

to Dr. Singer's opinion that M s. Boone could perform sedentary work with certain postural and

environmental limitations. (Tr. 29). The Law Judge ultimately determined that the assessed

residual functional capacity adequately accommodated plaintiff s çO story of episodic fatigue and

wenkness, gastrointestinal issues, urinary issues, respiratory issues, headaches and migraines,'' and

that the evidence of record did not support the more extreme limitations to which M s. Boone

testised. (Tr. 29).

On appeal to this court, Ms. Boone, thzough counsel, makes three categories of argllments.

First, plaintiff argues that the Law Judge failed to properly consider a1l of her impairments.

particular, M s. Boone contends that the Law Judge erred in determining that her depression and

episodic anxiety were non-severe impairments, and by failing to identify multiple sclerosis,

peripheral neuropathy, and sbromyalgia as medically determinable and severe impairments.

At the second step of the sequential evaluation process, the Law Judge considers the

medical severity of a claimant's impairmentts). 20 C.F.R. j 404.1520(a)(4)(ii). If a claimant did

not have a severe impairment or combination of impairments prior to the date last insured, the

claimant must be found not disabled at step two, and the sequential evaluation process need not

progress further. J.t.l j 404.1520(c). The regulations provide that a physical or mental

impainnent E&must be established by objective medical evidence from an acceptable medical

solzrce.'' ld. j 404.1521. An impairment is tsnot severe if it does not significantly limit Ea

claimant'sl physical or mental ability to do basic work activities.'' Id. j 404.1522. Additionally,

to be considered Gtsevere,'' an impainnent must last, or be expected to last, for a continuous period

of at least 12 months. Id. jj 404.1509, 1520(a)(4)(ii).
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In this case, the Law Judge acknowledged that M s. Boone was diagnosed with depression

and episodic anxiety prior to her date last insured. (Tr. 26). However, the Law Judge concluded

that these impairments did Stnot cause more tharl minimal limitation in the claimant's ability to

perform basic mental work activities and gwere) therefore non-severe.'' (Tr. 25). In mnking tllis

snding, the Law Judge considered the four functional areas set forth in 20 C.F.R. j 1520a, and

found that M s. Boone's limitations in each area of functiorling were either mild or nonexistent.

(Tr. 25); see also 20 C.F.R. j 404.1520a(d)(1) (<$1f we rate the degrees of your limitation as çnone'

or imild,' we will generally conclude that your impairmentts) is not severe, unless the evidence

otherwise indicates that there is more than a minimal limitation in your ability to do basic work

activitiesg.j'). Although Ms. Boone reported memory problems, the Law Judge noted that mental

status evaluations throughout the record revealed Gçnormal fndings, including normal attention,

concentration, intact nnming, repetition and commands, and intact cognition.'' (Tr. 26). The

Law Judge also observed that treatment for plaintiffs mental health issues had been ttfairl#

conservative including only medications and no formal treatment by a mental health provider.''

(Tr. 26). Based on this and other evidence of record, the Law Judge concluded that any mental

impainnent was non-severe through the date last insured. (Tr. 26).

Upon review of the record, the court is convinced that the Law Judge's >ssessment of M s.

Boone's mental impairments is supported by substantial evidence, including the exnmination

records from treating physicians and the M arch 2015 report f'rom Dr. Leizer, who likewise

concluded that plaintifrs mental impairments were non-severe. As noted by Dr. Leizer and the

Law Judge, mental status evaluationsduring the relevant period repeatedly revealed normal

findings. For instance, on July 18, 2014, August 18, 2014, and February 23, 2015, Dr. Jeffrey

noted that M s. Boone was alert and fully oriented; that nnming, repetitions, and commands were



intact; that her attention and concentration were normal; and that her cognition appeared intact.

(Tr. 921, 923, 926). Exnmination reports from other clinicians dtzring the snme time period

contain substantially similar fndings. (Tr. 598, 602, 861, 871, 88 1). ln short, the court believes

that the Law Judge's assessment of plaintiY s mental impairments is well supported by the record.

M s. Boone also assigns ezw r to the Law Judge's assessment of her alleged multiple

sclerosis and peripheral neuropathy, and to the Law Judge's failure to identify fbromyalgia as a

determinable and severe impairment. As indicated above, however, Ms. Boone has not been

desnitively diagnosed with multiple sclerosis, and MRI scans have proven inconclusive. (Tr.

1005) (ççl-ler MIRI scan does show multiple small white matter lesions but it is not suffcient by

which to make a diagnosis of multiple sclerosis.''); (Tr. 922) (çsl-flhere could be a number of other

etiologies which could give this type of appearance on (the) MRI scan.''). Likewise, plaintiff was

not diagnosed with possible fbromyalgia until June of 2016, more than a year after her insured

status expired, and she does not cite to any earlier clinical findings or objective evidence

establishing the existehce of such impairment.

regard.

Accordingly, the court finds no error in this

Plaintiff correctly notes that Dr. Singer, who reviewed the record at the request of the state

agency, idensified peripheral neuropathy as one plaintiff s severe medical impairments. (Tr.

158). However, despite this impairment and a possible diagnosis of multiple sclerosis, Dr. Singer

determined that plaintiff was capable of performing a limited range of sedentary work. (Tr.

158-162). The Law Judge fully considered Dr. Singer's report and the limitations noted therein

in assessing plaintiff's residual functional capacity. Consequently, any error in declining to

classify peripheral neuropathy as a severe impairment was harmless. Seem e.g., Fry v. Berryhill,

721 F. App'x 714, 715 (9th Cir. 2018) (holding that any error in failing to consider all of the
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claimant's impairments at step two was harmless because the Law Judge properly considered a11 of

the claimant's limitations in assessing his residual ftmctional capacityl; Canico v. Colvin, No.

6: 14-cv-00032, 2016 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 33597, at *8 (W.D. Va. Mar. 16, 2016) (explaining that

çtany error by the ALJ at step two is hnrmless if the ALJ considers the effects of all of (the

claimant'sq impairments in the subsequent steps'') (collecting cases).

M s. Boone next argues that the Law Judge failed to conduct a proper function-by-ftmction

analysis in assessing her residual capacity. In particular, M s. Boone contends that the Law Judge

failed to make suffcient findings regarding her alleged ldinability to maintain a static work posture,

her need to 1ie down dtlring the day, or her rate of tmacceptable absenteeism.'' P1.'s Br. 13, Dkt.

No. 14.

Upon review of the record and applicable caselaw, the courtsnds this azgument

tmpersuasive. Although guidelines from the Social Security Administration instnzct the Law

Judge to take a çGfunction-by-function'' approach to determining a claimant's residual functional

capacity, SSR 96-8p, 1996 SSRLEXIS 5 (July 2, 1996), the United States Court of Appeals for the

Fourth Circuit has ttrejected a per se rule requiring remand when the ALJ does not perform an

explicit function-by-function analysis.'' Mascio v. Colvin, 780 F.3d 632, 636 (4th Cir. 2015).

Instead, the Cotu't agreed with the Second Circuit that çtç (rqemand may be appropriate . . . where an

ALJ fails to assess a claimant's capacity to perform relevant functions, despite contradictory

evidence in the record, or 'where other inadequacies in the ALJ'S analysis frustrate meaningful

review.''' 1d. (quoting Cichocld v. Astnle, 729 F.3d 172, 177 (2d Cir. 2013:. In this case, it is

clear from  the Law Judge'. s decision that he considered all of M s. Boone's claimed limitations,

including those described dudng the administrative headng, but found that such limitations were

inconsistent with the findings on physical exnmination prior to her date last instlred, the
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conservative nature of the treatment provided, and the plaintiff s own statements to treating

physicians. (Tr. 27-29). Consequently, the court ûnds no error in the Law Judge's assessment

of plaintiff s residual functional capacity and concludes that the assessment is supported by

substantial evidence.

that the Law Judge's assessment of her

testimony and subjective complaints is not supported by substantial evidence. While Ms. 800th

testifed at the administrative hearing that she experienced totally disabling pain, ntlmbness, and

ln her final argum ent, M s. 800th contends

fatigue prior her date last insmed, the Law Judge found that the plaintiff s çûstatements conceming

the intensity, persistence and limiting effects of these symptoms are not entirely consistent with the

medical evidence and other evidence of record.'' (Tr. 28). The Law Judge emphasized that the

plaintiff s pain and discomfort were managed with relatively conservative treatment measures, and

that her treatment Ssnever included physical therapy or a pain management progrnm.'' (Tr. 29).

The Law Judge also noted that the clinical evaluations discussed above revealed generally benign

findings, and that plaintiff was consistently found to have nonnal range of motion, no edema, no

tendemess, fu11 strength in the upper and lower extremities, clear lungs, and neurologically intact

functioning. (Tr. 29).

Upon review of the record, the cottrt is unable to discel.n any enpr in the Law Judge's

redibility tindings. The court agrees that M s. Boone's allegations of totally disabling symptomsc

are inconsistent with the complaints documented in the treatment records prior to the date last

inslzred, the objective findings on exnmination, and the relatively conservative treatment meastlres

provided for pain and discomfort. Thus, the court is satisfed that substantial evidence supports

the Law Judge's decision not to f'ully credit M s. Boone's testim ony.
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!
! . ' . yl In nffrmlng th: Commlssioner s fmal decision, the cpurt does not suggest that M s. Boone
1
!
was 9ee of allpain and discomfort during the relevant time period. hdeed, the medical evidence
i
l confrms that plaintiff susered 9om a combination of impairments that could be expected to result

1 in subjective limitations
. 

. However, the record simply does not include medical evidence that ist 
- -

; .
j 1 i iè .
, consistent with totally disabling symptomatology prior to the expitation of plnlntiffs insured
j ' .j
l ' ' iT s treating physicinnq indicated th at plnintiff had morel status

.! M oreover, none of plmnt
l ')'
j 1 'simliEcant fnnctional limit. afons.than those identised by the Law Judge

. It mltqt be recognized
! '*-'''' ''

that the inability to work without any subjective complnl'nts doeg not of itself render a claimant

disabled. See Craig v. Chater! 76 F.3d 585, 592 (4th Cir. 1996). It appe-ars to the court that the

, Law Judge considered all of the medical evidence, as well as al1 of the subjective factorsj , '

reasonably supported by the record, in adjudicae g Ms. Boone's claim for benefts. Thus, the

court concludes that a1l facets of the Commlssioner's final decision ar: supported by substnntial

evidence.

.As a general rule, the resolùtion of coM icts in the evidence is a matter within the province

of the Cpmmissioner, çven if the court mkht resolve the coH icts differently. Richardson v.

Perales. suora; Oopenheim v. Finch. 495 F.2d 396 (4th Cir. 1974). For the reaons stated, the

C issionei's resolution of the pertinent conflicts in the record in this case to becourt finds the omrn

iuppdrted by subs-tantial evidence. Accordingly, the fmal decision of the Commissioner must be

al rmed. Laws v. Uelebrezze. supra.

The Clerk is directed to send celïiled cop'ies of this memorandllm oplnion to a11 counsel of

dI*ecor .
' 

/ d orAugust 2019.DATED: This ay

Senior United States District Judge .
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